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September 25, 1980

Secretary,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Chief, Docketing and Service Branch

Subject: Reopening of GESMO Proceedings

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This letter responds to the NRC invitation to comment on the poss-
ible reopening of the suspended Generic Environmental Statement on

Federal Register Vol. 45, No.Mixed Oxide (GESMO) proceedings (re: e

158, p. 53933; August 13, 1980). On behalf of Gulf States Utilities I
am pleased to submit these comments on this considered action:

1. The Commission should reopen GESMO proceedings. The NRC
suspension of these proceedings in December 1977 prevented a-

thorough public review of economic, environmental, safety a'nd
safeguard issues associated with fuel recycle and nationally-
representative contributions from such review into the
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) which
began in October 1977 and continued until early this year.
This enforced suspension of GESMO which prevented our attain-
ment of a national consensus on this subject, may have
severely damaged the credibility of U.S. positions taken
during INFCE discussions with other nations. Recent congres-
sional interest in legislation mandating NRC reopening of
GESMO underscores a similar domestic concern. Now that INFCE
has concluded that reprocessing can be a viable option for
nations which can benefit from its use, it is imperative tnat
the U.S. exhibit good faith, a vital element in ensuring
cooperation on international nuclear fuel safeguards and
assurance. The NRC should now undertake to continue the
needed public review process to deter:nine whether reprocessing

|
and recycle of nuclear fuel is a viable option for commercial

i nuclear power in the United States.

2. hhat actions, if any, the Commission should take regarding the
| license applications which relate to the commercial reprocess-
| ing of nuclear materials should be determined by the outcome

of reinitiated GESMO proceedings with one exception. Those
license applications which are affected by AFR spent fuel
storage activities should be appropriately amendable during
GESMO proceedings.
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3. The NRC should also restar: licensing activities for :he Clinch

River 3reeder Reactor (CR3R) . Since che CR3R has continued to oe unre-
scinded naticnal polic-/ since 1977 and to be str:ngly supported by
congressional action and domestic public opinion, the NRC's continued
suspension of such activities is unjustified and unacceptable.

,

Sincerely,
i
y

. .

E. Linn Draper, Jr.
,

Vice President
Nuclear Technology'

cc: W. D. Crawford
|

L. L. Humphreys

]
W. J. Cahill
J. G. Weigand
J. E. Booker
J. E. 3arry
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